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ABSTRACT
The overallconfigurationof the Superconducting
Super Collider(SSC) including the infrastructure
and land boundaryrequirementswere developed
using a computer-aided
design {CAD)system. The evolutionof the facility
layoutrequirements
and the use of the CAD systemare discussed•
1.

INTROOtlCTION

In the fall of 1985,a computer-aided
design (CAD)systemwas installedat
the main office of RTK (RaymondKaiser,Tudor Engineers,and Keller &
Gannon-Knight).lt was used soon thereafteron the SSC projectto prepare
drawingsfor a non-site-specific
conceptualdesignstudya,d cost estimate.
lt becameapparentthat a CAD systemcan be used very effectively
on projeers such as the SSC. CAD is a very powerfultool for doinga great deal
more than draftingstudydrawings. A good exampleof the use of CAD is provided by the designof the tunnels,the surroundingfacility,and the relationshipof the projectto the selectedsite.
The CAD systemwas used continuously
to developthe facilitylayoutand to
preparestudydrawingsfor an environmental
impactstatementfor sevenshortlistedsites. After the Texas site was selected,the CAD systemwas again
used to refinethe layoutand its positionat the site basedon newly acquiredgeotechnicalinformation,lt was also used to model severalof the
experimentalhalls. Recently,it has been used to prepareboundariesfor
6,070ha of land to be acquiredfor the SSC.
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In the following sections,the evolution of the facilitylayout requirements
is describedalong with the computer system used to store the data.
2.

BASIC CONFIGURATION

The main acceleratorwill consist of an 87-km double ring of beam tubes surrounded by about I0,000 superconductingmagnets. The magnets will focus and
guide two beams of protons in opposite directionsthroughthe main accelerator tunnel. The beams will be made to collide head-on with an energy of 40
trillion electron volts (TEV). The collisions are expected to create previously unknown subatomicparticles that will be detected and analyzed.

Located along the main ring are experimental halls {or interaction regions)
where the upper and lower beams are allowed to collide. These halls are
located along sections where the tunnel separates into two independent parts
to permit experiments tc be carried out in one tunnel section while the
other section is out of service.

The acceleration of particles begins at the injector area.

The injector

facility consists of a chain of connected acceleratorsthat generate, accelerate, and finally inject protons into the collider ring. The first section of the injector chain is the linear acceleratoror Linac in which protons are produced from a hydrogen ion source and acceleratedto an energ_ of
600 million electron volts (MEV). The Linac beam tube consists mainly of a
successionof in-line radio frequency cavities, each longer than the last to
accommodatethe gradually increasingproton velocity.
From the Linac, the protonsare transported through a beam tube into the Low
Energy Booster (LEB). The LEB is a fast-cycling(I0 Hz) proton synchrotron.
The final energy of the LEB is 7 billion electron volts (GEV). lt consists
of a buried ring-shapedtunnel with a circumferenceof 250 m containing conventional iron/coppermagnets.
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The next step in the injection process is the Medium Energy Booster (MEB)
which raises the proton energy to 100 GeV.

It, too, is a synchrotronusing

conventional iron/coppermagnets. The principal structure of the MEB is a
ring-shapedtunnel with a circumference of 1,900 m.
nect the MEB withthe HEB.

Transfer tunnels con-

The HEB, the last stage in tl_einjection sequence, raises the proton energy
to 2,000 Gev (or 2 TEV).

lt is a slow-cycling (60 Hz) synchrotron using

superconductingmagnets. An additionalfunction of the HEB is that of supplying protons to the test beam facility for testing detector componentsand
subassembliesof the high-energyphysics detectors.

The princZpal structure of the HEB is a ring-shaped tunnel with a circumference of 10,800 m.

lt will circulate protons in either direction and

inject them into the main ring or test beam facility through transfer
tunnels.

The test beam facility is composed of four parts:

I) the beam transfer

tunnel from the HEB to the surface, 2) the switchyardwhich dividesthe beam
into six parts and transports the separate beams to the target stations, 3)
the six secondarybeam lines, and 4) the calibration hall where the six secondary beams interact in the detector modules. The calibrationhall has a
number of functionsinvolvingtesting and calibrationof detectors.

P'rotonsleaving the HEB are injected into the main ring where they attain a
maximum energy of 20 TeV.

The main ring has a circumferenceof 87 km and

consists of a 3-m diameter tunnel containing the upper and lower beam tubes.
These beam tubes converge at the interactlon regions allowing collisions
between protons travelling in opposite directions.

This results in an

effective (collision)energyof 40 TeV°

The basic arrangementis shown in Figure I which was prepared for input to a
CAD graphics file by convertingthe lattice of superconductingmagnets into
a simplifiedgeometric representationconsisting of straight lines and circular arcs. The evolution of the facility layout requirementsbegins with
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this basic configuration. The CAD system used for developing the layout is
described in Section 4.

The layout, including land boundary requirements,

is called an "analog footprint." The term 'analog'refers to the use of the
circular curves and straight lines to describe the position of 10,000 separate magnets. The term 'footprint" refers to the land boundary resulting
when the facility is given a specific location and orientation at the site.
Another parameter used to li3(the footprint is the "t' It" which refers to
,

the angle of inclinationof the plane containingthe main tunnel.
3.

EVOLUTIONOF LANDBOUNDARY
REQUIREMENTS

3.I. General
The layout requirements evolve from the basic facility as described in
Section 2. The requirementsgenerally consist of
o

Personnel access

o

Equipment containmentand security

o

Radiation safety (buffer zones).

These requirementsmay be met by means of two types of land acquisition:fee
simple and stratified fee. Fee simple is the term applied to the purchase
of land and all rights below the surface. Stratified fee is the term applied to the purchase of a subsurfacethree-dimensional volume of land.
Stratified fee land acquisition, for example, would be used for purchasing
the zone surrounding a tunnel section where access to the s_,irface
is not
required.

The SSC facility may convenientlybe divided into three regions in order to
describe the land requirements: I) the northern and southern arcs, 2) the
west cluster',and 3) the east cluster.
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3.2 Northern and Southern Arcs
These areas include the main tunnel and access and service areas.
tunnel appears as shownin the cross section in Figure Z.

The main

Here the two beam

tubes can be seen surroundedby superconducting
magnetsand their insulation. The tunnelgeometryis based on providingaccessto the magnets on
foot and by means of speciallydesignedvehiclesfor liftingand transporting magnets.
Access to the tunnel is provided at 18 evenly spaced locations around the
ring.
Manyof these access areas also contain refrigeration
plants for cooling the liquid helium. This necessitates acquisition of 20-ha parcels of
fee simple land to locate the support facilities.
The main tunneldoes not need to be locatedon fee simpleownedland. lt
will be buriedthroughoutits lengthwith a minimumcoverof about 12 m.
Consequently,
only a 300-m-wideprism from IZ to 23 m in depthmust be acquired. The resultingvolumeof earthis purchasedas stratified
fee and is
used as a safetyzone whichwould absorbradioactivity
if it were generated
(see Figure2). The innerboundaryof the zone is 76 _ from the beam line
and the outerboundaryis 230 m from the beam line.
3.3

West Cluster

The West Clusterincludes the injector,campus, serviceareas,test beam
facility,and interactionregionsI through4. lt is situatedon a single
parcelof land acquiredfee simpleand providesroom for futureexpansionof
the campus, lt enclosesseveralzonesof land throughwhichmuonswill travel after they are generatedfrom collisionsin the interactionregions.
The West Clusterland boundaryrequirements
are shownin Figure3.
3.4 East Cluster
The East Clusterincludesinteractionregions5 through8 and their muon
vectorzones, The requiredfee simpleland area also includessupportfacilities. Theseland requirements
are shownin Figure4.
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3.5 Analog Footprint
The resulting configurationis shown in Figure 5.

lt representsthe analog

footprint which describes the overall layout requirements for the project
when located at the selectedsite.
4.

USE OF COHPUTER-AIDED
DESIGNTO STUDYTHE FOOTPRINT

4.1 Type of System
An Intergraphgraphics computer system was used extensivelyto study the SSC
footprint and its relationshipto the site. The system is located at the
RTK office in California,with terminals connected from a number of locations throughout the United States. A diagram showing the present configuration Of the system is shown in Figure 6.

The heart of the system con-

sists of two central processing units (CPUs), each containing seven hard
disk,drives.

Over 50 terminals are connected to the CPUs.

Most of

the

conceptual design of the 'footprintwas done using two-dimensionalgraphics
files. Three-dimensionalfiles were used extensively for modeling the expe.rimental halls. These graphics files are prepared using Interactive Graphics Design Software (IGDS) which is operated by using a keyboard and
table-driven menu.

In addition to graphics software, use was made of a

coordinate geometry (COGO) package and some specially prepared batch programs to perform operationswhich are beyond the capability of pre-designed
software packages. Both the COGO program and the special batch programs may
be run from the same terminals used for graphics operations. Use was also
made of a translationpackage to translate between Intergraphand AutoCad in
order to share files with the Texas National Research LaboratoryCommission.

Between 1986 and 1988, computer terminals were also installedat the office
of the SSC Central Design Group at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL).
These terminals were connected by telephone to the CPUs at the Oakland
office.

In 1989, the SSC Laboratory (SSCL) at DeSoto, Texas, was estab-

lished. Stand-alonegraphics workstations were installed ,_ndare presently
in use

These are self-containedterminals which do not "require,
a CPU for

operat.ion.A communicationslink, however, exists for fi3etrans:fer,>
between
the SSCL, the VAX cluster at LBL, and RTK.
' ,'
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Until now, the size of the computer files has been limited. The four directories which presently contain all the project files are using about 100,000
blocks each. One block is equal to 512 bytes. The total _torage is therefore about 200 megabytes. During the conceptualdesign phase from 1985 to
1989, it was possible to minimize the amount of data stored in computer
files. The storage requirementswill, however, increase significantlynow
that _ite-specificconceptual'designis underway.
4.2

Graphics Files

A graphics file can be visualized as an electronic version of a sheet of
paper which can be produced in any size dependingon the required degroe of
resolution. The larger the sheet, the less reso)ution in each direction.
The graphics file permits 232 units of resolution. This is large enough to
cover a square 1,290 km on a side with a resolutionof 0.03 mm.

o

The file used for the analog SSC footprint has units of resolutionof about
0.01 ml, the availablearea of coverage is over 53 km, while the major axis
diameter of the lattice is only 24 km.

This means that a footprintwith a

high degree of accuracy may be developed in a graphics file u:cingonly
straight lines and arcs placed as graphic elements.
The information shown in Figure I was obtained from a single graphics file.
The filepermits

information to be stored on different levels making it

possible to generate layo,t drawings showing different aspects of the facility using the same graphics file. Each file permits data to be stored on
one of 63 levels. Up to 32 files can be combined into one file resultingin
over 2,000 separate levelswhich can be displayed at one time.

The 32 files which may be combined or overlaid can also be rotated, clipped,
and scaled w';threferenceto one another. This capability is the basis of
interactivegraphics and is the most useful aspect of computer-aideddesign.
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In order to seiahow the footprint relates to the site a second file, completely independent of the footprint,was prepared. The second file contains topography, roads, rivers, and other geographic data obtained from
USGS maps of the area as well as informationfurnishedby the State of Texas
for its site proposal. The two files can be superimposedand viewed on the
screen or plotted as if they were one file, and the footprint can be moved
or rotated in order to study the effect on the site.

Because the analog footprint is in real world dimensions and the site file
is in the state plane coordinate system, a scale factor must be applied to
the file in order to correctly represent it.

The scale factor varies with

latitude so that an average factor is used by computing the scale factor for
the center of the footprint. This approximationcauses a deviation of no
more than 0.6 m between the apparent position and the true position.

If

scale factorswere ignored, the footprintwould be out of scale by a factor
of about 2.5 m from one side to the other. The approximationresulting from
the use of an a_erage scale C_
,,ctor is small enough for most requirements
during conceptua,design.

Its use makes it possible to work very rapidly

and conveniently with new data as it develops.

If, for example, a new

arrangementof the injector area is prepared,the new graphics can be placed
in the file containing the analog footprint. The operator can then call up
a file showing the site with the analog footprint attached as a reference
file, and state plane coordinates for points along a new injector are_ can
be read out of the site file immediately.

Another approximationresults from the fact that the SSC lattice is tilted
from the horizontal by 0.17o measured at the center. The tilt m_y be ignored for two-dimensionalgraphics operationsbecause the distortion is not
more than 12 cm measured across the entire lattice.

The map data was developed by digitizingthe hard copy maps usingan electronic table. Scanners were not used because it was determined that digitizing would produce more concise files and more control over how the data
is stored in the system.

can_ 1_
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The digitizeddata includesthe followinggeographicfeatures:
o

Town boundaries

o
o
o

Countylines
Roadsand railroads
Rivers_

o
o

Land ownershipparcels
Naturalresources

o

Surveymonuments

o
o

Geology
Utilities.

A sampleof this graphicdata is shown in Figure7.
As the designof the SSC progresses,detailedmaps of the sitewill be prepared in Intergraphformatand the accuracyof map data for the site will
continuously
be upgraded. The use of referencefilesfor showingthe facility layoutagainstthe geographicbackgroundwill continueand higher degreesof accuracywill be obtainableby usingscalefactorsfor each local
area of the project.
5.

DIGITALFOOTPRINT

The analog footprintis very convenientto establishthe required land
boundaryusing referencefiles. For land acquisition,however,a method
must be used in whichcoordinatesfor pointsdefiningthe footprintmay be
convertedinto stateplanecoordinates. In orderto do this,a lattice is
used whichconsistsof a seriesof over 1,000pointsrepresenting
positions
alongthe beam tube. A tableof these pointswas preparedby the Accelerator Divisionof the SSCL.
Followinga similarevolutionas the analogfootprint,the digitallattice
was used to generatea digitalland boundary First,the table of coordinateswas insertedinto a COGO data base fro_whichthe pointswere plotted
into a graphicsfile,and the innerand outerareaboundariesof the upper
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and lower arcs were computed using COGO software. The boundariesconsist of
traverses

of line

segments

parallel

to the lattice.

The analog file was attached to the digital footprint file as a reference
file. Boundary corners for the fee simple areas were obtained by entering
the coordinatesfrom the analog footprint into the COGO data base. This is
almost an automatic operation. The operator only has to key in a point
identificationnumber and identify the corner to be entered using the handheld cursor.

E and F areas, which are the access areas along the upper and lower arcs,
were establishedby intersectingthe straight sides of the analog areas with
the inner and outer digital boundaries.
In this manner, a table of coordinateswith point identificationnumbers was
generated and stored in the COGO data base. These coordinatesare expressed
in a three-dimensionalCartesian coordinate system, They were translated
into other systems by means of batch conversion programs. The conversion is
generally done by going from the ISP coordinate system to a local tangent
plane coordinatesystem. This is also a three-dimensionalrectilinear system but it may be used to express the tilt of the plane of the lattice and
also the orientation of the axes of the ISP coordinate system. From the
tangent plane system, conversionmay be done directly into the Texas coordinate system or into geodetic coordinates.

The Texas coordinate system is a Lambert conformal projection, lt was first
establishedusing the North American Datum of 1927 (NAD 27) which has been
replaced with the North American Datum of 1983 (NAD 83). These systems are
used for local surveys and land acquisition. A

batch program is available

on the VAX system at RTK to convert individualpoints or an entire list of
thousandsof points.
The method of conversion is based on determining the distance and bearing of
each unknown point from the center of the SSC footprint. The center coordinate and the orientation of the footprint are known because they were
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selectedduringthe siting studies. The distancefrom the center of the
footprintto the unknownpoint must be adjustedby two factorsbefore the
coordinatesmay be calculated. The firstfactor is a "sea level factor_
which is requiredbecausethe Texas CoordinateSystemis projectedto the
geoid which is relativelyclose to sea level. The second factor is the
"gridfactor'which is requiredbecausethe line on the geoid is beingprojectedonto the Lambertgrid of the TexasCoordinateSystem.
After these factorsare computedand appliedto the distance,the coordinates of the unknownpointmay be calculatedby convertingthe grid distance
and the bearingto a delta X and delta Y and addingthe valuesto the center
coordinates.The outputfrom the conversionprogrammay be enteredinto a
COGO data base and plottedinto a two-dimensional
or three-dimensional
file.
The resultingcoordinatesare primarilyused for locatingthe SSC footprint
with respectto local_roperty boundaries.Anotheruse for the outputis to
computethe slopeof the main tunnel. The slopeis an importantfactorbecause it affectsthe abilityto assembleand disassemblethe detectorsand
to pump liquidheliumand nitrogen.
S.

CONCLUSION

The use of CAD has been an integralpart of the conceptualdesign of the
SSC. The emphasishas been on minimizingthe amountof inputrequiredand
maximizingthe speedby which the outputmay be obtained. As the detail
designof the SSC progresses,the amountof inputwill increaseby ordersof
magnitude. Insteadof using generalizedmap data from USG$ maps, for instance,use will be made of detailedtopographic
maps in computerformat.
The storagerequirementswill be s_nificantlygreater than in the past
years, lt will also be necessaryto storeand retrievea much larger variety of computerdata and to translatethe data to and from a variety of
computersystems.
In order to handlethis new data,the use of additionalcompulerprograms
will be required. These will includegeographicinformationsystems enabling the storageof informationlinked to graphicelements. This has
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already

been implemented by TNRLCto store data on land parcels

data to the computer graphics

for the parcel

UncJoubtedly, the use of CAD will
future

continue

and link

the

part

the

boundaries,

to

be an essential

of

design of the SSC.
w,
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